Welcome
Welcome to the Patch Success 1.2.104 documentation space. Here we describe all aspects of configuring and using the Tachyon application Patch
Success. Here's a quick overview of what the Patch Success documentation pages will tell you.

Introducing Patch Success
An overview of Patch Success features.

Implementing Patch Success
Everything you need to know about getting Patch Success installed and running in your network. This section is structured in a way that leads you through
the three phases of a typical implementation project.
Requirements — What you will need to prepare in advance of implementing a Tachyon Server in your network. Typically these are tasks that may
take some time to organize, depending on how your organization works.
Configuring Patch Success — Configuring Patch Success after installation.
Verifying — Basic verification tests that cover a single-server installation of Tachyon Server. These tests only cover Tachyon and do not verify the
configuration of 1E client modules with other 1E products.

Using Patch Success
How to use the Patch Success application to report on and ensure successful patching of your enterprise.
Title and filter bars — Information about the title and filter bars that appear at the top of all Patch Success pages.
Patch Success Overview page — The overview page shows a dashboard with three charts and a pivot table, that are dynamically recalculated
based on applied filters.
Patch pages — Information about the patch pages:
Device pages — Information about the device pages:
Monitoring pages — Information about the device pages:
Reporting and successfully patching a management group for a single KB - tutorial — A worked example of using Patch Success.

Troubleshooting
A general methodology for investigating issues with Patch Success, as well as identifying key issues and their resolutions.

Reference
All the list type information, such as installer properties, in alphabetical lists etc.
Patch Success release information — Details about new features of Patch Success, and links to further information.
1E Companion Products — A list of the feature dependencies between Patch Success and other 1E companion products.
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